Signs of Urban Identity in Medieval and Early Modern Times: Cracow – Kazimierz – Kleparz (the 13th–18th Centuries)
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Although the research on sigillography and urban heraldry has a long tradition not only in European historiography, but also in Polish historiography, it was only recently that scholars started to perceive these sources, i.e. seals and coats of arms, from a slightly different angle, raising new research questions. These questions, in turn, are the result of the adaptation of the semiotic definition of a sign as an object that is supposed to evoke an idea of an ‘object’ other than itself in historical studies. In this way, ‘objects’ placed on the seals of municipalities, often appearing later as elements of coats of arms, began to be perceived as signs of their identity/self-presentation. In this way, a group of newcomers, ‘guests’, along with the municipal government authorities which observed ‘foreign’ law, lived their own rhythm and were separated from the world by a ring of fortifications, presented itself speaking not only about their own independence, but also about their own history.

Brigitte Miriam Bedos-Rezak, writing about identity signs in the era of the Middle Ages, pointed out that when in the mid-12th century cities began to use seals (in this context interpreted as a means of representation), their authors drew inspirations from two iconographic traditions. One of them referred to the ideogram of the city, already known from the artefacts of Carolingian art, the Utrecht Psalter, the Bible of Charles the Bald or the Code of Egbert. The other was described as “generic icon of the personal seal”. This, in turn, could be referred to as individualized. If in the first case the reference was made to
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something abstract, then in the second case it was “the physical realization of
the equivalents of the real presence”. What elements, then, constituted this
visual identity of the city? These were: 1. the image of an ideal city; 2. its holy
guardians; and finally 3. historical reminiscences. In connection with the con-
tent of the legend, they created a symbolic ‘portrait’ of the commune. It is at
this angle that one should look at the signs of the identity of the Cracow ag-
glomerate in its ‘long duration’, from the Middle Ages to the end of the Old
Polish period.

At the outset of these considerations, it should be remembered that the
city of German law was created in Cracow upon the strength of the document
issued by the Duke of Cracow-Sandomierz Bolesław V the Chaste on June 5,
1257. This document, as it has recently been confirmed, closed the long-term
process of forming the municipal commune, which dated back to the 1220s.
Cracow, ruled initially by the hereditary vogt and then from the beginning of
the second decade of the 14th century until the end of the 18th century by the
city council, was not only the largest city in the Cracow area, but also until the
mid-15th century in the Kingdom of Poland. From 1320, it also held the title
of the capital. With time, however, it began to lose its former position. The
decaying prestige of the University of Cracow lasted many years. As a result of
transformations taking place in the economy, Gdańsk took the priority palm
from Cracow as the most important centre for the exchange of goods. Finally,
in 1598, the process of moving the royal court and central offices began in
Warsaw, which finally closed in 1609. Although Cracow did not lose the status
of the capital city, until the end of the existence of the Polish-Lithuanian Com-
monwealth it remained only a city of royal coronations and burials and the seat
of Crown Archives (until 1765). As the centre of Magdeburg law, it ceased to
function once the Law on the Cities had entered into force of in 1791.

Apart from Cracow, two satellite cities developed in the 14th century; in the
south it was Kazimierz, while in the north – Kleparz. The former was founded
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by Casimir the Great in 1335 on the Vistula island located almost vis à vis the Wawel Hill, where there already operated settlements established around three parish churches and whose inhabitants were involved in different small manufactures\(^5\). This first urban foundation successfully carried out during the reign of Casimir the Great was of a special nature. As with Cracow, the foundation document closed the long-term process of organizing a new commune, which the ruler called after his own name and for which he had quite extensive plans such as including the organization of a modern production centre (cloth), which would not compete with the old city (Cracow). With time, he decided to locate there the University’s headquarters. Kazimierz, out of the way to Cracow, belonged to second-rate cities. From the mid-16\(^{th}\) century, it included a thriving Jewish town (Oppidum Judeorum), unique in Central Europe. However, the time of its magnificence was finished by the ‘Swedish deluge’. The Christian city began to depopulate. In the 18\(^{th}\) century, according to literature, the city was vegetating until 1802 when it was incorporated into the borders of Cracow\(^6\).

The second of the twin towns of Cracow grew around a church where the Bishop of Cracow Gedko brought from Italy in 1184 the relics of Saint Florian. It was there that over time a settlement of an urban character was formed, which was formally founded in 1366. Also in this case, the issue of the foundation document closed the long-term process of organizing the commune. The place was first called Florence (from the saint patron) and then from the end of the 14\(^{th}\) century, Kleparz (maybe from the market tradition of this place, which consisted in zaklepywanie [guaranteeing] a transaction). Planned as part of Stefanopolis (in the times of Stefan Batory) – jointly fortified with Cracow, the suburbs of Garbary and in front of the Gate of Nicolaus, it was completely destroyed during the Swedish occupation. “After this calamity – as Zbigniew Beiersdorf wrote – it took Kleparz a long time to be rebuilt, which was done only partially”\(^7\). As an independent centre, it survived until the end of the Old Polish period (1791), when it was incorporated into the borders of Cracow. In each of these three cities there was a chancellery documenting the activities of
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the city’s authorities. Each of them also used their own signs, which were at the same time the representation of their identity.

The oldest in this complex are undoubtedly the *signa* of Cracow, in its original form placed on the big city seal, the piston of which was made at the end of the 13th century. At this point, it is worth looking at its iconography (see il. 1). In the centre of the seal, known today only from photographs, there is a detached building with a gate opening and three towers – one (central) higher and two side ones, which are lower, though not equal in height. The architectural element is interpreted as a gate building, i.e. a symbol of the independence, the autonomy of a municipal commune, or a seat of municipal authorities, a tower house belonging to an hereditary voight – *sigillum* possessor, who is represented in a pose of orans in an open gate. On the side towers there are two saint patrons of the Cathedral Church and the city, Saint Wenceslaus on the right heraldic hand side and Saint Stanislaus, the Bishop, on the left side. They were precisely identified thanks to the
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9 The only copy of the seal, reproduced in the literature of the beginning of the 20th century was lost in the archives of Cracow’s convent of Franciscans. The piston with which it had been made, was slightly modified after the rebel of voight Albert (1312). The old caption was replaced with a new one (“† S CONSVLVM ET COMVNITATIS CIVITATIS CRACOVIE”) and stars were added in the seal field. The basic elements of the image were left unchanged. In the illustrative material accompanying this text I used the oldest preserved imprint of the great city seal of 1343, known exclusively from the low-quality photograph published at the end of the 19th century, see Franciszek Prękoskiński, Edmund Diehl, *Pieczęcie polskie wieków średnich (ciąg dalszy)*, Sprawozdania Komisji do Badania Historyi Sztuki w Polsce, vol. 6: 1899, no. 271, fig. 188.

inscriptions and locations in accordance with the order of seniority, providing the newly created commune with the protection of the heavens. It can be added that the tower with the statue of St. Stanislaus is slightly higher than that of St. Wenceslaus, which clearly emphasized the role of the new, young saint (canonized in 1253) as the recently established patron of the state. The whole presentation is complemented by three coats of arms; one larger and placed above the central tower, with a non-crowned Eagle, and two smaller ones located on the sides, with the half-eagle and half-lion, which constituted the coat of arms of Kuyavian Piasts. In the rim there is a caption of the following content: “† S'ADVOCATI CIVITATIS ET CIVIVM CRACOVIENSIVM”, constituting the most concise definition of the political system of the city during the reign of the hereditary vogt. The caption and images placed on city seals thus form a symbolic image of the city (descriptio civitatis), referring to its political assumptions, history or relationships with the rulers. In semiotic terms, these images reflect the commune's identity (identitas).

In the above-mentioned icon, three threads described by Bedos-Rezak are intertwined: the ideal city (autonomous commune), the city and its sacred guardians, and the city and its history. The last one is told by the coats of arms. The eagle is associated with Bolesław V the Chaste – the founder of the city, who used it as his personal mark. In this image, however, there is no unification content, as Zenon Piech has accurately pointed out.

Selected elements placed on this seal, subject to the process of heraldry, were next transmitted to the municipal coat of arms, which began to form probably at the end of the 14th century. On one of the bells in St. Mary's Church, dated 1386–1390, there is a coat of arms bearing the image of the city wall with
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14 Idem, Skąd się wziął i co oznacza Orzeł w herbie Krakowa? Ze studiów nad genezą, etapami rozwoju i treścią ideowymi herbu miasta, [in:] Venerabiles, nobiles et honesti. Studia z dziejów społeczeństwa Polski średniowiecznej. Prace ofiarowane Januszowi Bieniakowi w siedemdziesiątą rocznicę urodzin i czterdziestopięciolecie pracy naukowej, Toruń 1997, pp. 369–388 (with the description of the monuments discussed here, which bear the images of the coat of arms of Cracow, particularly 373).
three towers and an open gate. The choice of this element was primarily its readability, however, as it has already been pointed out in the literature on the subject, it was “deprived of […] any features that individualize it.” It was in this form that it was used in urban sigillography (introduced to the pistons of two new city seals, made at the turn of the 15th and 16th centuries); it was later placed on the facade of the Town Hall Tower, or in the Barbican’s neck (next to the national coats of arms) – on the ‘main’ entrance gate to the city. It was also depicted in the manuscript of the book of the prestigious city fraternity gathering the most powerful representatives of the local patricians – the brotherhood of Virgin Mary, operating in the main parish church in Cracow. In this context, one must pose a question what has happened to the other components of the image of the oldest judicial bench. The images of the saint patrons, Wenceslaus and Stanislaus, at the beginning of the 14th century were placed on the (smaller) seals of the bench and council, remaining in use until the end of the Old Polish period (see il. 2). In turn, the Eagle, which with time gained new symbolic functions as a sign of the state

16 Z. Piech, Skąd się wziął i co oznacza Orzeł, p. 375.
and the Cracow region, returned to the coat of arms of Cracow in the 16th century, when, as it seems, it was not remembered what it originally had meant. Owing to the fact that the city coats of arms were frequently accompanied by the state-dynasty coats of arms (e.g. in architecture or book graphics), associating the city wall with the Eagle as a sign of Cracow’s being the capital city seemed most natural; all the more that at the turn of the 16th and 17th centuries it was to become the matter of the past for Cracow.

The uncrowned Eagle on the city gate in the last quarter of the 16th century appeared on at least four monuments: in two armorials of Bartosz Paprocki *Gniazdo cnoty* (1578) and *Herby rycerstwa polskiego* (1584), on the mayor’s ring made in 1590 and on the door to the House of the Lord in the Town Hall (1593). At that time, a new municipal seal was made, which constituted an old form of the coat of arms dignified by a closed crown placed over the head of the escutcheon. On the sides of the escutcheon there was a sceptre and a sword, symbolizing the royal power. In the legend, a new title was added to the city: “SIGILLUM CRACOVIAE METROPOLIS REGNI POLONIAE”21. In the early 1620s, upon the strength of a separate resolution, the Cracow councillors ordered a new seal to be made, on which a city wall with three towers headed by a crown (“tres turretes rubrae cum affixa corona”) was to be placed. According to this statute, this sign was given to the city for its contribution to the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth (“pro singularibus meritis in rempublicam […] concessum est”)22. It should be borne in mind that the above-described monuments were made at a time when the city had lost its importance as a trade centre and, perhaps even more importantly, when after a several-year process initiated at the end of the 16th century, the royal court left Cracow. At that time, in the circle of the municipal chancellery, the appropriate means of expression were clearly searched, through which the position occupied by Cracow among other Polish cities would be read legibly (the Eagle, the royal insignia, the Metropolis title) – it was still the capital city, though gradually losing its capital character. When in 1661 a new set of city seals was made in the open gate, the crowned Eagle appeared. At the same time, until the end of the city’s existence on the German law, the second version of the coat of arms was used – the one without the Eagle, which in religious literature was considered the host and guardian of the city: “The Eagle in Cracow’s gate stretched out under three towers, welcomes visitors with its wings. However, it looks with diligence, when it protects your gates, who to let enter the city and who to take
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21 A. Chmiel, op.cit., pp. 109–110, il. 27.
22 *Prawa, przywileje i statuta miasta Krakowa* (further cit. PPMK), vol. 2/1 (Acta Historica Res Gestas Poloniae Illustrantia ab anno 1507 ad annum 1795 [further cit. AH], vol. 12), ed. Franciszek Piekielski, Kraków 1890, no. 909.
to the towers”\(^2\) [trans. A.C.]. By the means of the signs of their identity, the
inhabitants of Cracow exhibited above all the independence of the commune,
giving up the references to the protection of saint patrons, but emphasizing
the city’s metropolitan status. In this capacity, they used the Eagle – a personal
mark of the city’s founder, which, with the crown on its head, became the dy-
nastic sign of the state.

Next, it is necessary to answer the question, what signs determined the
identity of Kazimierz and the city’s inhabitants? In this case, as early as the
14\(^{th}\) century, first on seals, the historical thread associated with the king-found-
er was exposed\(^2\). Probably not long after the foundation of the city (1335) two
stamp pistons were made – a larger seal belonging to the judicial bench and
a smaller, secret seal, which remained at the disposal of the city council. The
crowned royal monogram K was flanked by two crowned heads (see il. 3). In
turn, on the secret seal, there was only the crowned male head (see il. 4). The
correct identification of these images in the light of the present recognition of
the signs of the ruler and the state does not constitute a major difficulty. They
are both connected with the person of Casimir the Great, during the reign of

\(^{23}\) Z. Piech, *Skąd się wziął i co oznacza Orzel*, pp. 387–388, citation from *Kazania* by Szy-
mon Karpiński printed in Cracow in 1690.

\(^{24}\) Presented in the most detailed manner by Zenon Piech, *Herb miasta Kazimierza pod
Krajoborem*, [in:] *Miasta, ludzie, instytucje, znaki. Księga jubileuszowa ofiarowana Profesor Boże-
nie Wyrozumskiej w 75. rocznicę urodzin*, ed. idem, Kraków 2008, pp. 813–861.
whom the system of the visual identification of the Kingdom and the ruler was formed. The use of the crowned royal head as the monarch's representation had been known since the reign of Władysław the Elbow-high (vide denars). Casimir the Great popularized the use of this symbol. Apart from the city seal of Kazimierz, in the middle of the 1350s it appeared on the seal of the Supreme Court of German Law, on coins of denars and quarters; finally, it was placed as an emblem in the coat of arms of Dobrzyń Land. In turn, the royal monogram $K$ was a completely new mark in the realities of the 14th century, introduced to the iconosphere by Casimir the Great. It was placed next to the stamp of Kazimierz, on coins (denars and bracteates minted in the Crown, and on Cracow half-grosz and Ruthenian denars), on the monarch's seals, on the door leading to the Cathedral Church on Wawel, but also on the seals of other cities founded by the king: Grybów, Tymbark, as well as Radomsko and Radom. As has already been pointed out in the literature of the subject in Kazimierz – founded as a special town, to which the king gave not only his name, but also allowed the commune to present itself through his own royal signs – “a wider stream of manifestations of the king’s power in the urban sphere was initiated”.

One of the two above-mentioned signs – the crowned royal head, probably less legible, was abandoned in the visual self-presentation of the city as an independent image, although at the end of the 15th century it was placed (in the coat of arms) on the top surface of one of the altars in the Parish Church of Corpus Christi. It was also reproduced on one of the keystones in the Chapel of St. Anne in this temple.

Thanks to Adam Chmiel’s findings, it is known that in the municipal office of Kazimierz in the era when the city functioned as an independent centre, twenty-four seals were used. Fifteen of them presented the crowned monogram flanked by two heads – and it was this image considered by Piech to be the ‘main sign’ of the city. Once again, however, it must be remembered that the images appearing on seals are not identical with coats of arms’ emblems; they often constitute only ‘foundations’ for the future coat of arms. In the case

\[26\] Ibid., pp. 129–130.
\[27\] Ibid., pp. 129–131.
\[28\] Ibid., pp. 123–126.
\[29\] Idem, Herb, p. 820.
\[30\] Ibid., pp. 822–824, fig. 3–4.
\[31\] Ibid., p. 824.
of Kazimierz, the dominant representation of a monogram flanked by heads has never been placed on the coat of arms, unlike the monogram, which appeared on its own. Therefore, it will be reasonable to ask the question which of these two representations was the right sign of the city, or perhaps they were used interchangeably. Doubts in this context should be dispelled by the decision of King Sigismund August of 1566, by virtue of which the ruler prohibited the use of the city's coat of arms by guilds (both on seals and on their products), reserving this prerogative for the commune's authorities. This sign was described as: “littera ornata desuper corona regia ex utraque vero parte facies humana corona ibidem regia ornata”; what is important, it was used in the public sphere from the time of the foundation of the city by King Casimir (“a prima fundatione divi Kazimiri regis […] insigne officii publici […] obtineat”)32. Piech, who has been quoted above, considered this ordinance to be a sign of a discussion on the shape of a proper city sign, carried out in the circle of the Kazimierz Town Hall (in the era when an independent monogram dominated on the city seals)33. Despite the publication of the royal document of 1566 in the iconosphere of Kazimierz, the presentation of the independent crowned monogram was still prevalent. It is known from the seal of the Court of Six Cities (1542–1543)34, at least from several superexlibrises placed in the city books35 and from the decoration of these books36. The complex should also include the Town Hall bell founded by the city council in 1620, tokens of the city of Kazimierz (serving as “proof of payment for transporting beer or wine”)37, the oldest panorama of the city, known from the work of Jerzy Braun and Franz Hogenberg (1617), reproduced next in other publications38, and the so-called Stockholm Roll depicting the ceremonial entry of Constanze of Austria to Cracow in 160539. It is not possible to omit the book stamps, such as the one from 1667, in which the city’s sign is described as follows: “Za Herb literę dano Miastu Kazimierskiemu, A Koronę na iey wierzch ozdobna włożono, Dwie osobie z obu stron Krolewskie przydano”40. The city of Kazimierz used two signs, exposing the historical theme and preserving the memory of the king-founder, although it seems that the monogram “was more connected

33 Z. Piech, Herb, p. 829.
34 Ibid., pp. 832–833, il. 10.
36 Ibid., pp. 837–842, il. 15–17.
37 Ibid., pp. 842–844, cit., pp. 844, il. 20.
38 Ibid., pp. 844–847, il. X.
39 Ibid., pp. 847–849, il. XI.
40 Ibid., p. 851.
with the name of the city than the founder's name” and the heads in the monogram became incomprehensible over time. Residents of Kleparz, or Florence, the other of Cracow’s New Cities, throughout the entire period of its existence, used one sign, thus exposing the religious theme. On the oldest municipal seal, drawn up in the 14th century, probably soon after the formal foundation of the commune – known today from a copy from the end of the 15th century, there was a representation of the human hand (actually a palm and a fragment of the forearm) with fingers placed in the benediction gesture. This should be read, however, not as pars pro toto of the whole saint figure, because in the iconography Saint Florian was not presented with a hand raised to the blessing, but probably as a reliquary on the bones of the saint's hand kept in the Church of St. Florian in Kleparz. The Collegiate of Saint Florian (“manus argentea reliquias sancti Floriani continens”) certainly had such a reliquary at the end of the 16th century, which was recorded in the files of the episcopal visitation. The full figure of the saint, in the mantle, with the pennant on the spear, the sword and the shield bearing the image of the cross, was placed on the smaller seal of the city council, made in the early 15th century (see il. 5). However, the figure of the saint guardian of the commune was not presented on the coat of arms; it should be recognized that at that time it was already a fully formed emblem of the municipal coat of arms. It was next copied on the 15th century larger seal of the city council and the vogt’s seal from the turn of the 15th and 16th centuries.

41 Ibid., p. 852.
42 A. Chmiel, op. cit., pp. 150–151, il. 74.
43 Ibid., pp. 152–153, il. 75; comp. Archiwum Państwowe w Krakowie [State Archives in Cracow], Zbiór luźnych pieczęci, sygn. 29/1597/101.
In the 16th century, a significant change took place in the iconography of the saint, who began to be portrayed as a patron protecting from the fire; that is why a pail appeared in his hand. This is how St. Florian was presented on the 16th century seal of the mayor, the smaller seal of the city council (with a spear) and subsequent seals45.

Recapitulating the above-mentioned information, it should be pointed out that in the visual identity of Cracow’s tricity one may find all the three threads mentioned by Bedos-Rezak. In the sigillography of Cracow, both the image of the ideal city (autonomous commune), along with its saintly guardians and historical reminiscences were initially present; with time it was limited to the commune’s signum and references to its having been the capital city in the past. In Kazimierz, however, only the historical thread of the king-founder was exposed, although it is not entirely certain whether in the late modern period, it was understood exactly in this way in the city. On the other hand, in Kleparz only a religious thread was represented – the saint patron (St. Florian) who stood guard over the city. Each of these signs, or sets of signs, grew out of their own local tradition; that is why, it is difficult to treat them as a homogeneous group. The keystone might have been the saint patrons, but in Cracow’s self-presentation, they were marginalized slightly, appearing (except for the oldest municipal seal, next converted into the great seal of the city council) only on two medieval seals of the council and judiciary bench, though still used in the 18th century. The saint patrons of the Cathedral Church, Wenceslaus and Stanislaus, along with Florian seemed to go on guarding Cracow, as it was recorded in Annals by Jan Długosz, who described the dream vision of the burgheress Weronika, in which Saint Adalbert and Saint Florian went in a solemn procession from the church in Kleparz to the Wawel Cathedral to visit Saint Stanislaus and Saints Wenceslaus. St. Adalbert warned Cracovians against God’s wrath that would affect the city were they not to repent of their sins46.
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Summary

**Key words:** Cracow’s tricity, sigillography, city heraldry, urban identity

This article presents the issue of urban identity signs based on the example of Cracow’s tricity (Cracow – Kazimierz – Kleparz) and their transformations in the 13th–18th centuries. Analysing preserved heraldic and sigillographic monuments, the author adapted a questionnaire developed by Brigitte Miriam Bedos-Rezak in the Polish research, on the basis of which he distinguished three threads present in the self-presentation of those cities: 1. the ideal city (or self-government and independence of the commune); 2. religious (holy guardians); 3. historical, composed in conjunction with the content of captions of the seals with symbolic ‘portraits’ of municipalities. Originally, in Cracow, at the beginning of the 13th century, both the image of the autonomous commune (the gatehouse, the tower house of the Vogt), along with the statues of saint guardians (St. Wenceslaus and St. Stanislaus) and historical reminiscences (the founder’s coat of arms) were used. With time, these references were limited to the signum of the commune in the form of a gate and the state’s coat of arms accompanying it as a reference to the city’s having been the capital of the state. In Kazimierz, however, only the historical thread of the king-founder was exposed (the emblems of the ruler: the K monogram and the crowned royal head), although it is not entirely certain whether in the late modern period it was understood exactly in this way in the city. On the other hand, in Kleparz only a religious thread was represented – the saint patron (St. Florian) who stood guard over the city. Each of these signs, or sets of signs, grew out of their own local tradition; that is why, it is difficult to treat them as a homogeneous group.

Zusammenfassung

**Schlüsselwörter:** Krakauer Dreistadt, städtische Sphragistik, städtische Heraldik, städtische Identität

Der vorstehende Artikel präsentiert das Phänomen der städtischen Identitätszeichen am Beispiel der Krakauer Dreistadt (Krakau – Kazimierz – Kleparz) sowie deren Veränderungen im 13. bis 18. Jahrhundert. Bei der Analyse der erhaltenen heraldischen und sphragistischen Reliken verwendet der Autor in seinen polnischen Forschungen einen Fragebogen, der von Brigitte Miriam Bedos-Rezak entwickelt wurde, und unterscheidet drei Motive, die sich in der Selbstpräsentation der im Titel genannten Zentren finden: 1. das der idealen Stadt (oder die Selbstverwaltung und Unabhän...

Znaki tożsamości miejskiej w średniowieczu i czasach nowożytnych. Kraków – Kazimierz – Kleparz (XIII–XVIII wiek)

Streszczenie

**Słowa kluczowe:** Krakowskie trójmiasto; sfragistyka miejska; heraldyka miejska; tożsamość miejska
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